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FYBBI 

Points Discussed Decision Given Action taken Meeting Query Express 
Date 

Roll Student Name 

No. 
many students participate in Pride 
2019 as a volunteer, most of the 
students have financial issues I 

Here Explain the 

concept of mentor and 

mentee, how this work? 

the Each students 
introduce themsclves 

Infront of group. Also 
asked about their career 

suggest them to 

participate in various 

intercollegiate event 

and college event like 

Indradhanu and Pride 

0001 MORE KOMAL SUNIL USHA in this meeting first 
interaction between 
mentor and allotted 

mentee, how it's 

work? Etc. 

0002 DHUMAL PRITI DATTARAM DAKSHATA 
suggest them to write a letter to 

principal madam for time 

concession in payment of fees. 2019. where you learm 
leadership qualities and 

minimise your stage 
fear. Started reading 

English news-paper for 

enrich your vocabulary, 
participate in skill 

development course 

0003 KADAM SANSKRUTI RAMESH RUTUJA 

plans, the objective 
behind selected this 

0004 PATIL SHRADDHA MAHENDRA MANALI 
29th July 

2019 
0023 PATIL JANHAVI VJAY VAISHALI course. 

0024 SAWANT OMKAR ANKUSH ANKITA 
JADHAV PRIYANKA EK 0025 H SUNITAA 

0042 BHARATI DNYANESHWARI PRAKASH 

GITA 
0043 JAMADAR JAKIR KHAJASAB TASLIM 

(ABSENT 

Points Discussed Decision Given Action taken 
Date of 

Meeting 
Student Name Query Express 



PATIL AMISHA KAMLAKAR JAYSHREE 
(SYBBI) 

10th July try to communicate or 

discuss with your 

friends on their 
2019 

she uses these ideas and favourite topics, give 
some idea for effective implemented it and she find very 

ice brakingg 
advise her to choose 

due to shyness, she not 

builds a contact or 

socializing interacting with otherS effective for socializing 
INGALE BHAGHYASHREE NANDKUMAR 

KALPANA (SYBB) 
10h July 

she tries to speak in 

English but because of 
vocab she failed to 

one word daily and 
apply this word in daily 

conversation, play word she applies trick and find easy to 

games and reading 

2019 

enhance the vocabulary_ 
she prepared a study timetable and 

also, she studies with friends in 

library 

vocabularty make sentence 
find the curent SALVI DIKSHA UDAY UTTARA (TYBBI) 16th July 

how to study for 

exam? 
preparation and discuss make a planner and 

the routine 
2019 

time mgt. 
Suggest to write a letter 
to principal madam for 16th July | SHINDE MANSEE KASHINATH MEENA 

TYBB) 2019 she requested to Principal sir for 

give concession in time period 
discussed the family 

eaning and issues 
she became angry on 
anyone now days, this 

is because of continues 
quarrels in family 

not concentrated in | to find the causes of her | make a planner and 

concession in time 

period 
suggest het to some 

anger management 
techniques get some 

cxercise, take time out 

admission fees 
MHATRE SNEHAL KISHOR ROHINI 16th July 

(TYBBI) 2019 
she doing meditation and this will 

help to control her angriness 
she prepared a study timetable and 

follow 

angriness 
6th Aug 

2019 
MORE KOMAL SUNIL USHA (FYBB) don't take one subject 

hole day for preparation 
take two subject and 

switch the subject you 

will note bore 
plan, prioritize and 

ollow through on task 
make a planner, eat 

carly and reduce TV 

time 

study boredom 

DHUMAL PRITI DATTARAM DAKSHATA |6h Aug Disorganization 
(FYBB) 

KADAM SANSKRUTI RAMESH RUTUJA 

(FYBB) 

she also prepared daily routine time 

table based on prionty 
she appies some suggestion now 

she not stay awake late night 

discuss the reason for 

2019 
6th Aug 
2019 

that 
late night dinner and 

watching TV 
Poor sleep habits 



WADHAWAL KINJAL SANTOSH 
MEENAKSHI (SYBBID 
KARKE NAMRATA NAMDEV GEETA 

(SYBB) 

discuss the reason for plan, prioritize and 

that 
she also prepared daily routine time 

Disorganization_ follow through on tasktable based on priority_ 
decision given to her 
ignored this person, 
they just make a fun of 
you. They all have male she ignored those people and not 

13th Aug 
2019 

some of the boys make ego and don't digest girl | answering them, personally I am 

her bullying because of CR instructions to 

| she is CR of boys 
apricated her questions in class 

where she motivated. Bullying them. 
JAMADAR JAKIR KHAJASAB TASLIM 
(FYBBI) 

PATIL SHRADDHA MAHENDRA MANALI|13h Aug | caffeinate 
(FYBBI) 

13th AugNO Query 
2019 

while discussing with due to caffein it's 
affected a sleepiness 
and sleep deprivation 
catches up. Which not 

good for health. Reduce 
the cup of coffee in a 
day. Apply two cup 
coffce day in a week 
then few weeks later 

she applies week target and slowly 
reduce her coffee habit. 2019 her she like drink a 

coffee too much, she 
drinks 4-5 times a day 

PATIL JANHAVI VIJAY VAISHALI 
(FYBBI) 13 Aug Boredom 

2019 

one cup and so on. 
to find out the causes of make a planner and 

spend time in some 
she started to learn four-wheeler 

driving this boredom 
activities 

SAWANT OMKAR ANKUSH ANKITA 
(FYBB) 

13th Aug procrastinating 
2019 

he prepared time table on daily 
basis and stick to follow that 

discuses with him why use a planner for time 
this happened? Find the management or 10 min 

rule (when you have 
trouble getting started, 

select a specific task) 

cause for 
procrastination. 

10th Spet. 
2019 

folow time SHILRAR PURVA SANTOSH SHRADDHA 
management, group 
study, arranging the 

(SYBBI) 
discuss the curTent she started group study with her 

friends exam fear_ states of preparation notes 



BHOIR RUTIKA SANTOSH SUVARNA 

(SYBB) 
MHATRE SHRUTI UTTAM MADHURI 
(SYBB) 

BHOIR PRADNYA EKNATH RAJANI 
(TYBB) 

10th Spet. plan, prioritize and 

follow through on task table based on priority 
participate in college 

activities 

discuss the reason for she also prepared daily routine time 
2019 Disorganization that_ 
10th Spet. 
2019 

discusscd why this 

anxiety she has? 
she participatcs in team building 

activity 
she does work as a help desk 
volunteer in Parent's teacher 

stage fear 
24th Sept. 
2019 

discussed why this 

anxiety she has? 
participate in college 

activity 

meeting organised by SFC 

department for TY students 

parents Stage fear 
UTEKAR BHAKTI SUNIL SUNITA (TYBBI)24th Sept. 

2019 

find the current 

she prepared a study timetable and 

follow 
make a planner and 

time mgt. 
uggest him to doingB 

yoga and gym and sleep 

S alnimum 
advise her to do some 

how to study for 

exam? 

preparation and discuss 

the routine_ 
BHOIR SWAPNIL DNYANESHWAR 25th Nov. 

eating unhealthy food 

and poor Sleeping 
JAYSHREE (SYBB) 2019 

Physical issue_ he started gym and follow diet 
AGRE ASHWINI RAVINDRA RAMA 

(SYBB) 
25th Nov. 

yoga and listen music 

and don't involve too 
2019 

much in family issues 
due to family issue, she other family members 

will address that issue 
talk with other students, 
share your ideas or 

views with your 

stress faces the stress advise her to do a meditation_ 
LOLAM AKANKSHA SANTOSH 

ARCHANA (SYBB) 
28 Nov. 
2019 while discussing noted 

that she failing to 
network because of she classmates as well as she then started to talking with 

dear to talk with people facilities (explain open other students and interact with 
self-concept)_ 
suggest him to revise 

daily two different 
to find out the causes of | subjects for preparation 

either taking one, 

Failing to network Close end person) them 

DESALE AKSHAY DILP KAVITA (TYBB) 28 Nov. 
2019 

Boredom in study 1his boredom | NIL 

CO 



KENE TAPASYA MANGESH JAYASHREE 28th Nov. 
(TYBBI) 

find the current 
2019 how to study for 

exam? 
preparation and discuss make a planner and 

the routine of her 
she prepared a study timetable and 

follow time mgt. 
Suggest to write a letter 
to principal madam for 

concession in time 

GAJUL NAMMRATHA SUDARSHAN 
RENUKA (TYBBI) 

28th Nov. 
2019 

discussed the family 

earning and issues 
due to some persona 
life issue, she not 

accepting any 
not feel motivated challenging task 

she requested to Principal sir for 

give concession in time period admission fees period 
change approach and 
accept the challenges 
and think always 

positive towards life 
suggest het to revise 
daily two different 
subjects for preparation she prepared a study timetable and 

either taking one. 

BAUSKAR TRUPTI PRABHAKAR KUNDA 
(SYBBI) 

3rd Dec. 
2019 

She participated in team building 
activity 

INGALE BHAGHYASHREE NANDKUMAR |3T Dec. 
KALPANA (SYBB) 2019 discuss her regular 

concentration routine and time 

problem allocated to study follow daily two subject revision 
RAJESHIRKE SHIVANI SANTOSH Dec. 

VAIBHAVI (SYBBI) 2019 not concentrated in | to find the causes of 

study this boredom make a planner Nil 
AMBEKAR SHAMIK VASANT (SYBB) 

NO QUERY 
MHATRE NIHAR SUDHAKAR YOGINIT 
(TYBBI) 

3rd Jan 
eating unhealthy food 

and poor sleeping 

suggest him to doing 

yoga and gym and sleep 

7 hrs minimum_ 
2020 

Physical issue 
NO QUERYY 

he started gym and follow diet_ 
SHELAR MAYUR DHANAJI SUVARNA 

(TYBB) 
3 d Jan 
2020 

KADAM NAMITA PRAKASH RENUKA try to comminate or 
discuss with your 
friends on their 

(TYBBI) 

due to shyness, she not favourite topics, give 
builds a contact or some idea for effective 

socializing interacting with others ice braking NIL 



MORE YACHIKA RATNAKAR RENUKA 
(TYBBI) 

Suggest to write a letter 

to principal madam for 
3rd Jan 

2020 
she requested to Principal madam 

for give concession in time period 
discussed the family 

earning and issues 
find the current 

preparation and discuss make a planner and 

the routine 

concession in time 

Financial issues period 

GIRKAR MAMATA SHANKAR 
RAJESHREE (TYBBI) 

14" Jan 
2020 how to study for 

NIL time mgt, 
decision given to her 
ignored this person, 
they just make a fun of 

you. If you have a 

doubt then always ask a 
question and clarified 
from them. And no 

Cxam 
MAGAR YOGITA ASHOK LATA (TYBB) 14 n 

2020 

she ignored those people and not 

answering them, peTSonally I am 

apricated her questions in class 

where she motivated. 

some of the students 

make her bullying 
because of asking 

guestions in lecture 

question a silly 
questions or good 

questions Bullying 
SAHANI SANJU BANGALI GEETA (TYBBI)|14h Jan ABSENT 

2020 

PATIL DIKSHITA SHASHIKANT 14th Jan she also prepared daily routine time 

table based on priority 
plan, prioritize and 

follow thrOugh on task 
make a planner, eat 
early and don't play 

games at night_ 
suggest het to revise 
daily two different 
subjects for preparation 

either taking one. 
take some responsibility| he participates in development bank 

| to boost your moral presentation activity 

discuss the reason for 
JAYSHREE (TYBBI) 2020 that 

| late night watching 

movies and playing 

Disorganization_ 
KOLI PRATIKSHA SANTOSH YAMUNA 

(TYBBI) 
24th Jan 
2020 

Poor sleep habitsgame on mobile she applying some suggestions 
GUPTA PRIYANKA CHHAGANLAL 

(TYBB) 
24th Jan 
2020 discuss her regular 

routine and time concentration 

problem allocated to study NL 
GAWDEHARSHAD JAYRAM (TYBB) 24h Jan 

2020 
he shares some past 

low self confidence | incidence with me 



MHATRE ANIKET MAHENDRA NIKITA 
(SYBBI) 

3d Feb 
2020 

late night watching 

movies and playing 

game on mobile 
she try to speak in 

English but because of 
vocab she failed to 

make a planner, eat 

early and don't play 

games at night 
advise her to choose 

Poor sleep habits JADHAV PRIYANKA EKNATH SUNITA 
(FYBBI) 11th Feb vocabulary 

2020 
he applying some suggestions 
she applies trick and find easy to 
enhance the vocabulary one word daily and 

apply this word in daily 

conversation, play word 
games and reading 

make sentence 

(MR.NIKHIL P. GHODKE) 

MENTOR DOMO 



T.Z.A.S.P. Mandal's

Pragati College of Arts & Commerec, Dombivli

Department of Banking & lnsurance

AY 2019-20

Report of Mentoring

Mentor: Ms. Swati Ketan Pusalkar

Points discussed Action TakenOit" , frf 

"rn" 
of the student euery

l

1_ ,expressed
6 'August Bansode Sakshishridhar Leena(l-YBBt) First 

]

)Olq Rhncalo NliLirr \/in^.1 (rnaaa+r /rvaDr\ tn+^.--+;^^ I2olg, 
-ehotrl" 

ruif<iG v,noJ-Saneeeia-(fyBBt) - tnteraction

I vror" poota vrlay vina[trveBtl - bet*""n
Amruskar Karishma GunajiJayshree Mentor &

I (FYBBI) Mentee

Bringane Dipali Baburao Lankavati
( FYBBT )

_ i Mhade !h"lq! v!91ve!r!a fIqBr) ,, 1

: patet Amin Allaudin Zarina tfVAAfl 
'-

The meeting with mentees is

arranged to have an interaction
with the allotted mentees. The
students have been asked to
introd uce themselves before
their classmates. They have been
also asked about their career
plans. The objective behind this
to see the confidence level as

well as how cautious they are
about their future

Suggested tc
participate in the
intercollegiate event
Pride as an volunteer
and in other college
activities. As most of
the students are from
vernacular medium,
so asked them to
converse in English as

much as possible.

When asked, it was
found that most of
the students are
coming from nearby
villages. While in the
rneeting, I have

observed inferior
complex, shyness and
accent problem.
Teachers have stared
speaking in simple
E nglish though
student replied in the
iocal language. I have
encouraged the
mentees to
participate in Pride as

a volunteer or
pa rticipa nts. Students
were also motivated
to go to the other
college for canvassing
with the seniors'-\{gglgta 

r N i na d Navnat h Na m rata



Date

ioi"l, tv

2019

8th August

701.9

1

I

Name of the student Query expressed/
obse rvation s

English speaking. She

can understand
everything but cannot
speak fluently. She

feels rnferior and
looses confidence. (

Yadgy Heqq!ary{ll1?l) Rg{.Prolggt vlt )

He does not want to
continue his studies

Bauskar Jayesh Pradip ( SYBBI)

Points discussed Decision given

1
I

Told her that English

is just a language. She

Will have command
over it when she

starts speaking
without any complex.

When asked why, he

said that he lives with
his uncle's family, so

he misses his parents
much who live in
vil lage.

Participate in English

elocution & debate
competition, try to
speak with teachers,
class mates, watch
English pictures

Asked him to visit
them as and when
the coilege has a

vacation. Also told
him to have a
conversation with the
parents over the
phone. This will
reduce the stress.

irld her i" tt, 
'1

sitting with at least

one class mate and
thls feeling will
automatlcally go as

time passes

8'h August
2019

13til
September
2019

ta" J.;;;;y
2020

Bansode Sakshi Shridhar
Leena(FYBBI)

Sitting alone/ aloof in
the class

Fees payment
problem

Fees payment
problem

Called her and asked

her that why she is

sitting alone and not
talking too much with
her classmates. She

said that she feels she

cannot make a long
discussion with
others. She is not
comfortable with the
students who are
smart and talkative.
Not able to pay the
fees before term end
exam. Want three to
four days more.
Not able to pay the
fees due to some
monetary issues

] Bhosale Nikita Vinod Sangeeta
(FYBBT)

T-
j

i

More Nidhi Vishwas(SYBBI)

same.

I talked about this to
principal madam,

madam allowed the

I talked about this to
principal madam,

She allowed her for

Nil

l

I

I

I

I

I

Action Taken

He started calling his

parents and he

expressed that calling
has reduced his

st ress.

Have discussed this
issue with my

colleague Ms. Tanya

Ahuja ( FC Teacher)

and requested herto
encourage Ms. Sakshi

Bansode in FC group
projects.

I
I

NIL

Y*



' payment'
t.-..

J,-r"nir"rul - 
He is unable to attend , Due to his father ill ' Discussed the

ZO2;" 
"" ' I the lectures i freatttr, Amin has to importance of the

I . I look after their family attending lectures

Lbusiness' regularlY'askedhim
I : whether he can taket:
I ' the help of anY of his

: relatives for somePatel Arnin Allaudin , :I eIFVR'Rll i Period of time'
lZarina(FYBBI)i -;-" -- -' i'.10, I Cannot continue the ' She has shared the Persuaded her to

February, I . college due to some personal problem , continue the.stud.ies

2O2O I personal problem I as the gap will delay
the further

Gurav Ankita Anil (SYBBI) opportunities.

He continued the
I ect u res.

Asked her to meet

the principal madam
for further guidance











Student Name Meeting Date Query Express Points Discussed Decision Given Action taken
JADHAV SEJAL RAJEEV SHEETAL

BHOSTEKAR AAKANKSHA TANAJI 
MANGALA

PHATAK TRUPTI PANDURANG POOJA
SATLE URVASHI SANTOSH SARITA
MORE HIMANI RAVIKANT JYOTI
THALE SALONI SATISH GEETA
BIRGAD SUSHAMA SATAWARAO 
LAXMI

RJAPKAR HITESH SANJAY POOJA

DESAI ABHISHEK ANAND KALPANA

VISHAKHA DATTATRAY PATIL (SYBBI) 10th July 2019 Missing home as per talking to her I got to know 
that she was missing her parents 
very much and even her small 
sister so she is unable to 
concentrate with the studies as 
she live her with her uncle and 
anty and her parents are in village

Don't beat yourself up about it. At 
some point, everyone will feel a little 
homesick. Make a new home. Start 
by making your new living space 
your space with your cousin and 
college friends Get offline and 
explore Look after yourself Attend 
an Open Day or Offer Holder Day.

as per the points discussed in the 
decision taken for her she followed all 
the as per discussed

Action takenStudent Name Date of Meeting Query Express Points Discussed Decision Given

Suggested to interact with teacher if 
any difficulty ,ask them to 
participate in college activities like 
Pride, department activities ,go to 
other colleges to participate in inter-
collegiate events , improve your 
vocabulary through reading books 
and start talking in english to 
improve it ,visit library regularly 
enroll for skill development course

Some changes se after meeting students 
freely express their queries with 
teachers it is difficult for them to speak 
in English as many are from vernacular 
medium but they trying to talk in simple 
English at least with me ,few of them 
participated in Pride -an inter collegiate 
event of college as a volunteer also.

T.Z.A.S.P. MANDAL’S
PRAGATI COLLEGE OF ARTS AND COMMERCE, DOMBIVLI (E.)

Mentor Mentee Record A.Y. 2019-20 (Mentor Ms. Tanya Ahuja)
FYBBI

29th June 2019 First interaction between Mentor and 
Mentee

This meeting is arranged to have 
face to face interaction with 
mentee .The students ask to 
express freely in the meeting 
about their objectives, career 
plans, future goals etc in front of 
their friends, through this I can see 
how confidently they speak or 
they have any kind of fear in mind 
. AS they new in college they are 
facing any difficulty or problem 
they can express without any 
hesitation



MHATRE JAYESH JANARDAN GEETA 
(SYBBI)

10th July 2019 hopelessness As per talking to him I got to know 
that he was feeling hopeless 
because due to you hus brother 
because they are having only one 
thing and he is not giving to him 
for his project work and denies all 
his request for it

As talking to him I gave him solution 
that he should talk to his parents 
about that and they will ask him to 
help in his project work and will 
share the laptop for the project 
work

As the situation was discussed after few 
days her brother started helping him and 
started sharing the PC with him after 
their parents had a conversation with 
them

JADHAV SEJAL RAJEEV SHEETAL(FYBBI) 8th Sept 2019 difficulty to understand FC subject after discussing with her found 
that she was not appling the 
concepts and only mug up theory 
part

to read the conceptually, clear the 
concepts and doubts with concern 
teacher

she came to me and I clear her concepts 
and doubts and this will help to prepared 
this subjects

BHOSTEKAR AAKANKSHA TANAJI 
MANGALA(FYBBI)

8th Sept 2019 stage fear discussed why this fear she have 
she said in school she never 
participate in any activity

participate in college activity she participate in college presentation 
activity

PHATAK TRUPTI PANDURANG 
POOJA(FYBBI)

8th Sept 2019 Stress she is looking so stressed so I 
talked to him about his stress he 
said he having stress due to his 
studies he is not able to 
understand many concepts

Study as much as you can takeout 
time for your studies talk to teacher 
if u don’t understand anything Eat a 
Healthy Diet.

As per decision given she started trying 
to undrestant concepts talking to 
individual teachers

BHOIR ADESH KAILAS KALPANA (SYBBI) 9th Sep 2019 cannot focus on studies After discussing the problem I got 
to know that he is having issue in 
understanding the concept due to 
vast concept

a lot the time for the different 
subject at different interval to 
complete them

as listening to the issues the solution was 
provided to him

TEJANKAR SUSHMA PANDHRINATH 
LAXMI (SYBBI)

9th Sept 2019 shying behaviour Having shy nature due to that 
unable to socialize with the friends

To talk freely to friends and share 
the opinions on the different topic 
that will makeup good behaviour 
and build up confidence

as solving the problem the things are 
getting better as per the discussion done

PARAB HARSHAL PRAKASH PRATIMA 
(SYBBI)

9th Sept 2019 unable to identify the priority Unable to identify the priority to 
study the different subject and 
topic

Can provide a set of time table 
including difficult subject at top list 
and giving different priorities as per 
the concept

After providing the solution the things 
are getting resolved



JADHAV MOHINI SHASHIKANT (TYBBI) 11th Oct 2019 not concentrated in study try to find the causes of his non-
concentration in study he is having 
family problem

make a plan and study properly he try family problem not prepare a 
study timetable and followed it

SHAH HITAL SANJAY MANGAL (TYBBI) 11th Oct 2019 friend circle issue se was in high absenteeism, after 
get to know that she bunk the 
lectures and roaming with friends

if you doing the same then your 
objective of study not fulfilled and 
this will impacted in your study and 
if your friends are discouraged you 
form study then they are not real 
friends.

she understand the concern and then 
she presented in classs regularly

JADHAV VAIBHAV SHIVAJI (SYBBI) 13th Oct 2019 Arguing behaviour with parents Talking rudely to parents and 
unable to identify the 
responsibility and follow the 
instruction given by them

have a discussion regarding on it 
what kind of issue you are facing by 
which you are having such behaviour 
and call the parents at the same 
time and had a word with them

The decision provided to them made his 
mind makeup and is changed by his 
behaviour

LAKADE GAURAV VIJAY SANGITA 
(SYBBI)

13th Oct 2019 Suddenly confidence goes down Have good listing skill but does not 
have idea how to understand the 
concept and express it

Ask to understand the concept and 
ask him not to mug up the concept if 
having any doubt as to teacher at 
the same time without wasting any 
time

As providing the instructions practicing 
the same he has solved the the issues 
what he has faced in past

SATLE URVASHI SANTOSH SARITA 
(FYBBI)

13th Oct 2019 Financial issues discussed the family earning and 
issuses in the family and what she 
can do

Suggest part time work and can 
make some articles at home and sale

he started a part time job in a shop after 
college

MORE HIMANI RAVIKANT JYOTI 
(FYBBI)

2nd Dec 2019 lack of concentration due to social media she is not able 
to concentrate in her studies

ask her to be away from all 
distractions advice to do meditation 
specially bhramari pranayama

she started doing yoga and now she has 
very less friends on social media

BOBADE KALPITA ANIL KAMINI (TYBBI) 2nd Dec 2019 pronunciation issues Kalpita was not able to pronounce 
many words properly she said she 
is having this problem from 
childhood

Better Pronunciation of words is 
must to correct yourself take help 
from family and friends practice 
English words

It’s not easy for her but I can see she is 
taking efforts to improve her 
pronunciation

GUPTA AARTI BHAIYALAL AASHA 
(TYBBI)

2nd Dec 2019 Presentation issue Having presentation issue because 
of not having concept knowledge 
and unable to express or explain 
the words

Ask to understand the concept and 
add those things in PPT which will be 
helpful to explain the thing

Provided the appropriate solution for the 
problem and asked to follow it



THALE SALONI SATISH GEETA (FYBBI) 5th Dec 2019 depression due to some family issues suggest her for divert your mind 
form your family issues participate in 
college activities or join some 
courses to learn new skills

she join skill development course and 
also accept class CR ship

BIRGAD SUSHAMA SATAWARAO 
LAXMI (FYBBI)

5th Dec 2019 exam fear discuss the current states of 
prepration

follow time management, group 
study, arranging the notes make 
own notes

she started the study with her friends in 
library after lectures

BHAMBID RHUTIK AMIL ANISHA 
(SYBBI)

5th Dec 2019 difficulty for understanding 
economics

Unable to understand the subject 
the graph for the diagrams 
provided in the books are 
confusing to him

Ask him to practice the graph and 
facing any problem or any doubt 
need to ask to the teacher at the 
same time for having doubt with any 
concept

as the solution provided regarding the 
economic subjects is performing better 
in it

PAWAR BHAKTI SUNIL (SYBBI) 9th Dec 2019 Difficulty in making presentation Unable to make the ppt for 
presentation due to lack of 
understanding computer and what 
should need to be added

As discussed I asked to take the help 
of your classmates and ask your 
respected subject teacher what 
should be done to make it perfect 
for a professional PPT

As per discussion he started doing the 
same and practicing with it regularly

BHOIR BHAVANA SHRIPAT ARCHANA 
(SYBBI)

9th Dec 2019 Travelling reason Living far from the college and 
unable to come college at time

asked him to get up early in the 
morning and take the transportation 
whichever is preferred from which 
he can reach the college at time

As providing the appropriate solution to 
the problem is satisfied with the issue 
and his problem is being solved

PATIL RINKAL VIJAY KALPANA (TYBBI) 9th Dec 2019 health issues As having a conversation with her 
got to know that she is having 
serious migraine problem so it's 
difficult for her to come college 
everyday

I asked her to talk to her parents and 
concern to a good doctor by their 
prescription she should get well and 
attend the lecture regular

as per given suggestions the student is 
preparing and doing it on regular basis

MANE SAYALI PANDURANG VAISHALI 
(TYBBI)

11th Dec 2019 depressed due to family issue after some issues father left the 
job, so problems is going on

you can do part time job and can 
help yourself as well your parents 
and you will feel good

by setting a financial budget and doing 
part time job

DESAI ABHISHEK ANAND KALPANA 
(FYBBI)

11th Dec 2019 not able to concentrated in study to find the causes of her boredom make a plan and don't take one 
subject hole day for preparation 
take two subject and switch the 
subject you will note bore anfd make 
your own notes

he prepared a study timetable and 
followed it



MANGRULKAR VAISHNAVI SHARAD 
NEETA (SYBBI)

13th Dec 2019 Not Regular in the class (Remaining 
absent)

Trying to hide himself from the 
activities which is being held in 
college go to that absenteeism is 
regular basis

Asked him to take part in every 
activity because divide the things 
will be improved and help her to 
perform the task in a good manner

As per the decision provided to the 
student the things are getting and she is 
getting involved in the daily activity task

MALEKAR ROHINI DINKAR DEEPALI 
(SYBBI)

13th Dec 2019 social pressure Being a shy nature she was unable 
to perform and participate in 
regular activity

I ask her to participate in the college 
activity and programs that will help 
him out to come out and overcome 
is high nature and the pressure 
which is feeling will be  no more

After listening to the solution he was 
motivated and and started following the 
instructions given by me

PADWAL SHWETA SUDHIR (TYBBI) 13th Dec 2019 health issues As having a conversation with her 
got to know that she is having 
serious migraine problem so it's 
difficult for her to to come college 
everyday

I asked her to talk to her parents and 
concern to a good doctor by there 
prescription she should get well and 
attend the lecture regular

as per given suggestions the student is 
preparing and doing it on regular basis

BHOIR KAJAL KAILAS SANGITA (TYBBI) 16th Dec 2019 Cannot manage exam time pressure Unable to manage the exam time 
pressure due to fast syllabus and 
difficult concept at the last 
moment study

As to study from the first day don't 
wait for the last moment to come 
and need to understand the concept 
need not to mug up get concept 
clear

As discussed and the solution provided 
started studying at the proper time not 
waiting for the last mo0ent to come

WADEKAR KAMLESH NAVNATH 
NAMRATA (TYBBI)

16th Dec 2019 social pressure Being a shy nature you was unable 
to perform and participate in 
regular activity

I ask him to participate in the college 
activity and programs that will help 
him out to come out and overcome 
is high nature and the pressure 
which is feeling will be no more

After listening to the solution he was 
motivated and and started following the 
instructions given by me

GITE LALIT DILIP NIRMALA (SYBBI) 16th Dec 2019 Presentation issue Having presentation issue because 
of not having concept knowledge 
and unable to express or explain 
the words

Ask to understand the concept and 
add those things in PPT which will be 
helpful to explain the thing

Provided the appropriate solution for the 
problem and asked to follow it

DESHMUKH MONIKA BALKRUSHNA 
SHUBHANGI (TYBBI) (ABSENT)

19th Dec 2019



GOLVASKAR SAYALI SURYKANT SWATI 
(TYBBI)

19th Dec 2019 procrastinating She said that always she trying to 
delay the work given to her 
studies because of which she face 
many problems

use a planner for time management 
try to manage all work on time 
explained her the importance of 
doing thing on time so to aviod 
future delay

she prepared time table on daily basis 
and stick to follow that and try to 
complete the work on time

JADHAV NAMITA DHONDU MANISHA 
(TYBBI)

19th Dec 2019 time management she told me that he is having 
difficulty in managing time to 
study the different subject so is 
getting confused with the study 
material

I asked him to give the preference to 
the subject to which he feel is quite 
difficult for him to understand and 
step by step he can arrange all the 
subjects in which he want to give 
less time in which he is excellent so 
he can do it better

as per information provided in the 
discussion the student have taken the 
initiative to practice this method

POTAWADE TANUJA BALU (SYBBI) 4th Nov 2019 cannot make the notes Due to heavy absenteeism and an 
irregularity unable to make notes 
and having difficulty in exam time

After discussion ask the student to 
be regular to the college and make 
notes which will help at the time of 
examinations

After solving the problem of the student 
asked to follow the instruction which will 
help to overcome the problem

GHADIGAONKAR RACHANA DILIP 
DARPANA (TYBBI)

3rd Jan 2020 Presentation fear I got to know that she is having 
problem while explaining topic in 
presentation

I asked him to understood the 
concept in not have to mug up the 
concept just try to understand and 
explain it

As per the solution give when to her she 
is improving day by day

PUJARE SHRUTI SHRIKRISHNA 
SHRADDHA (TYBBI)

3rd Jan 2020 Poor eating habits eating unhealthy food and fast 
food not like to eat homemade 
food ,parents are also very upset 
with habit

suggest to avoid outside food her to 
doing yoga and gyming and follow 
diet plan

she started yoga practice improved 
eating habits

MAHAGAONKAR PRATIKSHA KISHOR 
SAYLI (SYBBI)

3rd Jan 2020 feeling depressed Feeling depressed due to financial 
instability in his house

I asked him to do some part time job 
which will help his father and family 
in financial matters and will be 
helpful for him also for his pocket 
money and daily expenses

After solving the problems and providing 
the solution a situation was getting 
normal

BOLKE NITIN NARAYAN NAMITA 
(TYBBI)

6th Jan 2020 don’t remember things He said her problem is that she 
forget everything even what she 
studies

make a dairy and note everything 
don't mug up the concepts and 
theories, learn conceptualised 
change the approach of the study

he follow one day one concept learn 
approach and also now she note 
everything in dairy



SAWANT MANASI SUBHASH SADHANA 
(TYBBI)

6th Jan 2020 technology fear She told me that I don't have 
knowledge about computer she is 
unable to use it so it very difficult 
for her to to do his project work 
and assignments

I told her to join the computer class 
after she went sub all her collage 
work in the evening time she can 
manage to do this

she started the class and getting 
improved

PACHUPATE ANKITA ANANDRAO 
KAMAL (SYBBI)

6th Jan 2020 unable to focus on studies Unable to focus on studies 
because of spending more time on 
social media and giving less 
preference to studies

I asked to deivert her mind from the 
uneven things happening around 
him and focus towards his studies 
and spend less time on social media 
which will be harmful to studies

After providing the satisfactory solution 
he was performing the action very well

JAISWAL MANISHA HANUMANTA 
SUMITRA (TYBBI)

10th Jan 2020 low self confidence he share some pass incidence with 
me

try to boost her moral and ask her to 
participate in class and college 
activities

she is also try boost his confidence

PAWAR KARISHMA RAMESH (TYBBI) 10th Jan 2020 Failing to network while discussing noted that she 
failing to network because of she 
don’t dear to talk with people

talk with other students, share your 
ideas or views with your classmates 
as well as faculties (explaining open 
self concept)

she then started to talking with other 
students and interact with them

JADHAV PRANAY PRAKASH PALLAVI 
(TYBBI)

3rd Feb 2020 stage fear Pranay is having stage fear 
because he had not participate in 
any activity in school days

ask him to participate in college 
events like Pride ,Entrepreneur 
activity

he started participating in college events 
to reduce his fear

RJAPKAR HITESH SANJAY POOJA 
(FYBBI)

3rd Feb 2020 fear to speak English he done his schooling from 
Marathi medium

make a plan and don't take one 
subject hole day for preparation 
take two subject and switch the 
subject you will note bore and make 
ur own notes

he prepared a study timetable and 
followed it

WARKE GAURAV RAJU GEETA (TYBBI) 6th Feb 2020 socializing due to shyness he not build a 
contact or interacting with others

ask him to make new friends and 
talk to them start socialising

he use this ideas and implemented it and 
he feel very good with friends



BORADE AKSHATA DNYANESHWAR 
BHARTI

6th Feb 2020 time management she told me that he is having 
difficulty in managing time to 
study the different subject so is 
getting confused with the study 
material

I asked him to give the preference to 
the subject to which he feel is quite 
difficult for him to understand and 
step by step he can arrange all the 
subjects in which he want to give 
less time in which he is excellent so 
he can do it better

as per information provided in the 
discussion the student have  taken the  
initiative to practice this method

Ms. Tanya Ahuja 


